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See these photos by sophomore 
Rachel Nguyen and freshman 
Megan Adams in color

Online at fchsbagpiper.
wordpress.com

MORE 
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Check out the video of junior 
Garrett  Jones and others perform-
ing his original composition Latin 
Jazz No. 1

MEGAN ADAMS
FRESHMAN

When I was a little girl, the world didn’t scare me. Tree branches were like giant arms, hugging me 
even tighter as I climbed higher. Blades of grass tickled me like a million tiny feathers. The moon 
would shine down like a single silver spotlight over my stage of sticks and leaves. Speaking of leaves, 
no one ever left. The wind told stories of where it had been and where it was headed. The songs of 
birds carried my hip through the storms of Mondays, to the very depths of Thursdays, all the way 
back to the clam waters of a wasted Sunday. Nutrition was a thing of the past and aromas of choco-
late chip cookies took me away on carpet rides in the early afternoon. The excitement was found in 
rollie pollies who were just as naive as I, not realizing that the true monsters weren’t under our beds 
but inside of us. The world was much simpler. A mother’s kiss was soft enough to comfort hurt feel-
ings but vicious enough to kill pain. My Dad was my hero, he just kept the cap in the closet because 
he didn’t want it to get dirty. The world was tainted but with bubble solution and sidewalk chalk dust 
instead of foul language and hypocrisy. There was no need for fi tting in when we were unaware of 
what “in” was. We had dreams bigger than the universe and as far-fetched as our imaginations. “Yes” 
meant “yes” and “no” meant puppy dog eyes and I-love-you’s. Pinky promises were solid as rock and 
they were never broken. Just like hearts were never broken and there was always tomorrow to be 
better than you were today.

Mikaela Click
Sophomore

Take Me Back ERIN ROHDE
JUNIOR


